Abstract-The book translation market is a topic of interest in literary studies, but the reasons why a book is selected for translation are not well understood. The Beyond the Book project investigates whether web resources like Wikipedia can be used to establish the level of cultural bias.
I. INTRODUCTION
In literary studies, the impact of a global society is a topic of current interest. Are books (fiction and non-fiction) from different cultural backgrounds more and more alike? Or do we find the opposite: an increase in books that highlight cultural differences? Or both? We would like to investigate this by taking into account trends in the selection of books for translation. In recent decades there has been an increase in the number of books (fiction and non-fiction) which get translated; many of which are available in digital form (see Figure 1 ). Wikipedias in many languages have appeared. Our assumption is that we can explore globalization trends by using eScience tools to link books to Wikipedia and to analyse the results. In the Beyond the Book project we investigate the ways in which the cultural appeal of a book may be measured. Apart from answering the research questions above, this could also be useful for publishers who are confronted with too many books to choose from for translation into different markets. One of the challenges of our approach is that we want to compare data written in different languages. Our ultimate aim would be to find a way to estimate the different prominence of, for example, bicycles and cycling in different languages and countries as represented in Wikipedia entries in different languages and use the result in a tool that yields helpful visualizations for scholars as well as decision makers.
Warnske-Wang et al. [1] describe a way to compare different language Wikipedias based on their size, amount of shared entries, and amount of unique entries per language; they also pay attention to the flow of translations between the Wikipedias. This is a very useful approach to get an overview, but ours is focusing on a more detailed way to look at shared and unique knowledge. For this paper we have focused on proper names (named entities). Names of persons, places or organizations in one country are not always known in other countries. We assume a lack of contributions from a country to a Wikipedia entry of a certain name may indicate a gap in the knowledge of readers from that country. We assume that a book referring to that name could be more exotic and therefore more appealing for certain readers, while others therefore are less interested in the book. An indication of the 'level of exoticness' thus could help a reader/publisher to decide to read/translate the book or not. The project uses diverse technological means to assess the cultural content of a particular book such as natural language processing tools and linking to web resources like Wikipedia.
A. Book translations
Unesco's Index Translationum [2] provides an online resource for book translations worldwide. This rich source of information highlights the importance of understanding the reasons why a book gets translated from one language into another. The index also provides an insight into the trends of translations between languages: for example, it is possible to see that English is the largest exporting language, with 54.4% of translations having English as their source language; on the other hand, German is the largest importing language, with 13.1% of translations having German as their target language. Figure 2 illustrates the percentage of the global import and export markets which different languages represent. Other useful resources which provide information on book translations are OCLC WorldCat, 1 LibraryThing, 2 and GoodReads. 3 These sources provide information on the various editions of a book, such as language and date of publication, but also provide more subjective data such as reader reviews and popularity scores. This type of information provides an additional source of information which could enable researchers to learn more about the book and its acceptance in various reader circles.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II details the approaches taken to assess international appeal of a 1 URL: https://www.worldcat.org/ 2 URL: https://www.librarything.com/ 3 URL: http://www.goodreads.com/ book. Section III presents experimental results and discusses their interpretation. Final remarks and future work are presented in Section IV.
II. METHODOLOGY
This section describes the methodology used to assess the cultural content of a particular book. The starting point of this work is the assumption that Named Entities are relevant to understanding the cultural context of a book [3] : the names of individuals (e.g. historical figures or local cultural icons) may be meaningful in one culture but may bear little relevance in another. This concept is further extended to incorporate other names such as locations, organisations and events. These words comprise a set of key words which will be used as a basis to analyse the cultural setting of a book.
In this work, we want to look at cultural proximity on a country-level, as individual countries are considered as a proxy for a particular culture. Although this assumption is not strictly speaking accurate, it provides a good enough generalization to allow to make statements of the type: "Dutch people are interested in bicycles". Additionally this assumption facilitates using existing information in sources like Wikipedia which already provides country information for contribution sources (see section II-D for further details). Several examples in section III use the Netherlands and Canada as specific countries for comparison, but the method introduced here can be applied to any country.
A. Overview
With the aim of analysing the cultural bias or proximity of a book in a particular country, various tools are used to construct a technical pipeline. The pipeline takes the full text of the book as its input and will produce as its output the required information to analyse the cultural proximity.
The first stage of this pipeline is the identification of key textual elements (key words or in this case named entities) in the text (see section II-B). Cultural proximity of each key element is extracted from Wikipedia (see sections II-D and II-E). Finally the cultural proximity of all key elements is aggregated in order to produce an overall assessment for the whole book (see section II-F).
B. Key word identification
As mentioned before, the first step for analysing a book requires the identification of key words in the text. Because we want to compare content from books with entries in Wikipedia, we opted for using Semanticizer 4 [4] which is a tool for semantic linking to relevant concepts in Wikipedia. Semanticizer takes blocks of text as its input and produces a list of possible Wikipedia concepts which are considered as relevant to the given text. Each concept is assigned a probability P x of the concept x being relevant to the text. Depending on the application, a threshold of probabilities should be assigned to accept or discard concepts; higher thresholds cause less concepts to be accepted and conversely lower thresholds cause more concepts to be accepted. Keywords identified via Semanticizer are not assigned to one of the four types of names mentioned above, although, as mentioned before, this is not an issue since all groups are treated equally.
The next step in the process of assessing cultural content of a book is linking the identified key words to a particular culture -or in our case to a particular country. In order to do this, we assume that each identified key word corresponds to a particular Wikipedia article. This is a reasonable assumption as many concepts which may be considered important will have a Wikipedia page written about them. Furthermore, key words identified through Semanticizer almost certainly have a Wikipedia article associated to them, as Semanticizer uses Wikipedia to identify concepts.
C. Available information in Wikipedia
Before going into detail of how Wikipedia information was used to assess cultural proximity of a country to a particular Wikipedia article, it is worth reviewing what information is available on each article. This section explains what information is available; sections II-D and II-E explain how this information is used.
Wikipedia is a collaborative encyclopaedia, where each article is written collectively by contributors who have knowledge of, and are interested in the topic of the article. Articles are continuously edited and improved by contributors. Wikipedia is available in different languages, although there are no restrictions on origin of collaborations: users from any country can contribute to Wikipedia in any of the languages in which it is available.
Because English is such an influential language worldwide it is not surprising that the English version of Wikipedia is the largest one, representing a 48.6% share of global total volume of all combined Wikipedias, and with contributors from all over the world [5] .
Although the English Wikipedia receives contributions from non-English speaking countries, it is not surprising that English speaking countries represent a larger proportion of contributions. Also, it could be expected that countries with larger populations will make a larger number of contributions on average. This bias in the distribution of contributions must be taken into account when any analysis is done on this data. Figure 3 shows the distribution of overall contributions made to various language Wikipedias by different countries [5] . As it can be seen, the major contributing country to the English Wikipedia is the US with 36.7% of the total contributions, followed by the UK with 13.1% of contributions. This implies that, for any randomly selected article, we could expect 36.7% of the contributions to come from users in the US; a higher/lower percentage of contributions would represent a deviation from the average -this fact will be further discussed in Section II-F. volume of edits to Wikipedia. It can be observed that, although these Wikipedias still represent a significant amount of edits, contributions come mainly from countries where the Wikipedia's language is a native language, unlike the English Wikipedia which also has many contributions from countries where English is not the main spoken language. Perhaps this fact should not come as a surprise, since English can be considered as one of the most important languages for international communications [6] . Multiple language Wikipedias have previously been used to investigate cultural differences [7] , although the comparison took place between Wikipedias in different languages rather than within a Wikipedia in one language. Each page is composed of a series of revisions issued by individual contributors. A contributor can be either an anonymous contributor or a registered user; the majority of edits come from registered users [8] . For anonymous contributors, the only available information is the IP address of the contributor which can easily be resolved to a rough geographical area with sufficient precision to associate a contribution to a country. IP location is not unequivocally accurate: additional noise is introduced by users connecting via proxies, spoofing their address, etc; however, editing Wikipedia is not a task where such a practice is necessary (except perhaps on extremely controversial articles) and given the technical difficulty of identifying such users, we assume that they represent a percentage small enough not to represent an issue.
Contributions from registered users do not provide IP address information, which makes it difficult to associate contributions to a particular country. However it is possible to link a contributor to a country by examining the user's profile data. . The hierarchical organization of categories produces a category tree, where the root of the tree indicates a common geographical location applicable for the whole tree. The Wikipedia category structure may contain cycles, such that one category can be both an ancestor and descendant of another category. We avoid cycles by building a tree through subcategories and keeping a list of visited categories. Subcategories that have been visited earlier in the hierarchy are ignored. The Wikipedians by location and Wikipedians by ethnicity and nationality categories provide a listing of all categories which can supply location information which can be used for our purpose. By associating specific categories to a country (e.g. Wikipedians in the United Kingdom to the UK), it is possible to associate all users in that category (or any of its subcategories) to the given country. Figure 4 shows two sample geographical category trees. These trees associate a particular country to their root category (The Netherlands and New Zealand); by extension, their subcategories also belong to these countries.
Notice that Figure 4a shows the root categories for the Netherlands from both types of categories: Wikipedians from the Netherlands (from Wikipedians by location) and Dutch Wikipedians (from Wikipedians by ethnicity and nationality).
The length of a Wikipedia page, the number of revisions in the page, and the length of each revision can also be used as indicators of the relative importance of the page: longer pages, with a larger number of revisions, may be indicative of a popular or important topic, while a smaller number of revisions may signal a less attractive topic.
Wikipedia topics which are available in multiple language Wikipedias often have links between these language versions. For example, the English Wikipedia page for Paris, has a link to the Dutch Wikipedia page for Parijs. Language links can be used to make links for the same concept between different language Wikipedias. These language links also indicate the inter-cultural relevance of a topic: topics which are more internationally appealing will be more likely to have been translated. Although it may not be immediately clear in which language the original page was written, revision timestamps and user comments on each revision may provide information regarding whether one page is a translation from the other.
Wikimedia Foundation provides an API for accessing Wikipedia data and meta-data [9] . This API allows users to query different types of information about specific pages such as a page's revision history. Several client implementations which make use of this API are available in various programming languages such as is the case of mwclient: a Python client for the MediaWiki API 5 .
D. Cultural relevance per revision
Due to the collaborative nature of Wikipedia, it is reasonable to assume that the number of contributions to an article provides a measure of how popular/important a topic is considered to be by the community of contributors. Given the global base of contributors to the English Wikipedia, it is a useful source of information for our project. Thus, we used the English Wikipedia as a starting point for assessing cultural relevance.
The Wikipedia page corresponding to each identified key word in a book is analysed to determine the interest of each country in this page. This is done through the information provided by the page's revision history.
The Wikipedians by location and Wikipedians by ethnicity and nationality can be used to aggregate users by country. Note that the country where Wikipedians are located is not necessarily the same as their country of origin. If their profile contains information about both countries, their edits count in the contributions of both countries. This reflects the ties a person can have to multiple countries or cultures. A seed category must be defined for each country of interest, and its subcategories can be automatically fetched using the Media Wiki API.
Unfortunately, not all registered users provide location information in their profiles. For these users it is not possible to determine their location and thus link them to a particular country. We take this into account through a confidence measure, which is the fraction of edits that can be associated with a country. This indicates the confidence that the distribution of edits over countries reflects the real distribution.
This means that there will always be a fraction of contributions on any given page which cannot be associated to a country. This should be kept in mind in any conclusions drawn from this data: a lack of data completeness implies a reduction in the confidence that can be placed in produced results; e.g. if only 70% of the contributions can be associated with a country, a 0.70 confidence should be associated with the results. We label this confidence factor as k.
Another consideration that must be taken into account is the existence of Bots: automated software components which periodically make edits to Wikipedia pages such as spelling corrections. Contributions from bots can represent a significant number of edits to a page, but since these edits are done by non-human contributors, they can be ignored for the purpose of this study without any impact on the confidence in produced results.
One final consideration which must be addressed is the inherent bias in Wikipedia edits: there is a clear gender bias on contributions to Wikipedia as a whole, as well as a technical barrier for new contributors to join [10] , [11] ; previous studies suggest that different language Wikipedias have different styles of contributing to the encyclopaedia [12] -it is reasonable to deduce that this also holds true for contributions from different countries to the English Wikipedia.
E. Cultural relevance per page
IP address and user profile information can be used to identify the country of origin of each contribution as described above. After identifying the country of origin of each contribution to a page, a list of countries contributing to that page can be easily produced. Such a list thus includes a percentage of observed contributions per country. Figure 3 features a distribution of country contributions to the whole of Wikipedia which can be understood as an expected distribution of contributions. By comparing a page's observed distribution and the global expected distribution, it is possible to determine whether a specific country has made a larger (or smaller) percentage of contributions to the page than it does on average.
More formally, the relative interest of a country c in a particular topic is defined as the relation between the percentage a c of observed (actual) contributions made by the country to that topic, and percentage e c of expected contributions made by the country:
, if a c < e c .
1 − e c a c , otherwise.
(
The values for e c are constants and are illustrated in Figure  3 For example, given two countries (e.g. the United States and France), with expected contributions e US = 0.40 6 and e F R = 0.01. Assume for a hypothetical page that these countries contribute a US = 0.60 and a F R = 0.015 (i.e, both countries contribution is 1.5 times their usual volume of contributions), then the relative interest for both countries would be the same: I(e US , a US ) = I(e F R , a F R ) = 0.33.
Although I(e c , a c ) is "fair" in giving the same score to both countries on the example above, it has an intrinsic limiting factor: countries which have a high contribution average (such as the US in the example above) are limited in the amount of relative interest they can express. This is due to the fact that logically no country can account for more than 100% of the contributions to a given page. Thus, it is impossible for the country with e c = 0.50 to contribute more than twice its usual number of contributions. In other words, I(e c , a c ) has an upper bound sup I(e c , a c ) = 1 − e c .
For example, given two countries (e.g. Canada and the Netherlands) with expected contributions e CA = 0.054 and e NL = 0.008. On the Wikipedia page for the topic Ice hockey , these countries contribute a CA = 0.350 and a NL = 0.005. Thus they have scores of I(e CA , a CA ) = 0.846 and I(e NL , a NL ) = −0.389, which can be interpreted as Canada having a strong cultural connection to Ice hockey while the Netherlands has not. Figure 5 shows the comparison of expected and observed contributions and the I(e c , a c ) scores obtained by several countries for the page on Ice hockey. It can be observed that even despite the limitations mentioned above-e.g. the US cannot score as high in relative interest as other countries-for all countries this measure can express a countries connection to a topic: both Sweden (e SE = 0.005) and the United States (e US = 0.383) have a positive relative interest in Ice hockey.
F. Cultural relevance comparison
Section II-E explains how an individual word or concept can be given a cultural or country relevance score, that is, relative interest. It is straight forward to apply this method to a full text: key words must be extracted from the text and cultural relevance calculated for each of these words; afterwards the cultural relevance can be integrated into a single measure for the complete text.
As mentioned before, the confidence score k must be taken into account -k(w) can be considered a weighting factor on the cultural relevance of word w. Additionally, one more weighting factor must be taken into account: the word frequency within the text. A word w appearing multiple times in the text may be indicative of the word being important in the text, thus the relative word frequency f (w) must also be taken into account:
Finally the cultural relevance of a given text T for a country c can be calculated as:
where S c (w) is the impact score of each word w:
Notice that, although I c (T ) gives a total impact of a full text, keeping track of the impact score of each word might provide useful information regarding which words are more influential in the book's total score. For instance, two books may have a I c (T ) score close to zero for different reasons: one may contain only words which are not interesting to country c, while the other may contain a mixture of many words with very high and very low S c (w) scores. When assessing the cultural content of a book for a particular country, looking at a single figure such as I c (T ) on its own may be misleading; looking at the distribution of S c (w) scores might provide a better overview of the book's probable appeal to a given country. Section III provides examples which may help the reader gain a better understanding of these measures.
III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
This section showcases experiments which illustrate how the proposed measure I c (T ) can provide insight into the cultural relevance of a text in multiple languages. The measure is calculated for the Netherlands (c = NL) as the original text is in Dutch, and Canada (c = CA) as target country for translation into English.
In these experiments, a selected set of books (three novels and one non-fiction title) originally written in Dutch are anal- The importance of names has previously been established in a pilot project [3] that lead to the project Namescape [13] . We build on top of this work and use the Named Entities (NEs) identified in that project in our analysis. These were extracted from a collection of 564 books originally written in Dutch between 1933 and 2008, some of which have been translated into other languages. Where possible, these NEs were linked to Wikipedia articles on those entities [13] . The NEs were classified in four groups: person, location, misc and organisation. However, in this work, entities from all four classes were treated equally. In [14] we present an analysis of the impact these classes have on cultural relevance.
To get an idea of whether concepts, like NEs, mentioned in a novel are potential cultural hurdles to understanding, e.g. that would need an explanation or extra description in a translation for a different market, the impact scores of all the identified key elements can be plotted, for instance in a distribution plot or a scatter plot. This can help translators and publishers identify how many elements are potential hurdles for each potential country, and what these elements are. This novel has I c (T ) scores of I CA (T ) = −0.0306 and I NL (T ) = 0.1054, however the mean S c (w) for both countries is quite close: S CA (w) = −0.0002 and S NL (w) = 0.0007, which can be visually confirmed by the fact that both distributions are centered close to zero. The high concentration of scores close to zero indicates that most NEs mentioned in this novel get close to their expected contributions from Canada and the Netherlands. However, the distribution in (a) is relatively narrow while the distribution in (b) has a longer positive tail, reaching a maximum S NL (w) = 0.0398 for w corresponding to the Dutch city of Haarlem. Interestingly, the same NE has a S CA (w) = −0.0154, which is the minimum score in this plot. Similarly, the second and third highest S NL (w) scores correspond to Amsterdam and Netherlands, with scores of S NL (Amsterdam) = 0.0328 Vs. S CA (Amsterdam) = 0.0028 and S NL (Netherlands) = 0.0120 Vs. S CA (Netherlands) = 0.0012 respectively. This indicates that the novel contains more NEs for which the contributions from Dutch Wikipedians is higher than expected, e.g. their Wikipedia articles have a bias of contributions from the Netherlands. Figure 8 shows the S c (w) distributions for Romantische reizen: omzwervingen in de negentiende eeuw. This book has I c (T ) scores of I CA (T ) = −0.0087 and I NL (T ) = −0.0095, and mean S c (w) scores of S CA (w) = 0.0000 and S NL (w) = 0.0000. In this case, both countries are equally neutral on their I c (T ) score for the book. However the distribution of S NL (w) spans a wider range than S CA (w), indicating both stronger interest on some NEs while simultaneously expressing stronger disinterest on others. For example Louis Bonaparte 9 is the highest ranked NE for both countries, but S NL (LouisBonaparte) = 0.0165 represents a higher interest on this NE than S CA (LouisBonaparte) = 0.0101.
A. S c (w) distribution plots
Interestingly, some NEs with high S CA (w) score have low S NL (w) and the other way around. For example, As mentioned at the end of section II-F, this example illustrates how a single number may be insufficient to grasp the cultural proximity of a book to a country. In [14] we prepared a ground-truth data set and applied I NL (T ) as a single number. A low correlation with translation from Dutch to English was observed, which implies one of the following causes:
• the approach of calculating a single I NL (T ) score is not appropriate, or • the Dutch Wikipedia contribution calculated by I NL (T ) is a noisy signal and needs to be qualified to be used. I.e. the scatter plots are more effective for publishers than a single number, because translation is a highly complex process with decisions based on many other aspects than country-specific interest.
What the distribution plots in Figures 6 to 8 indicate is that for many of the entities mentioned in novels there is no strong country bias in the contributions on their respective Wikipedia articles, suggesting they offer no hurdle to understanding the setting of a novel in different cultures. 10 Lord Byron was an English poet of the 19 th century. 11 Eugene Delacroix was a french romantic artist of the 19 th century. 12 Leiden is a city in the province of South Holland in the Netherlands. 13 Philipp Franz von Siebold was a German physician of the 19 th century.
B. S c (w) scatter plots
An alternative way of comparing the cultural relevance of a novel between two countries is via a simple scatter plot of S c (w) scores. Figures 9 to 11 show scatter plots for the same books discussed above.
One advantage of visualizing cultural relevance on a scatter plot is that this allows to identify the amount of agreement (or disagreement) in country bias between two countries: NEs with a bias towards both countries will show on the first quadrant of the plot; NEs in which neither country expresses an interest (a negative bias) will show on the third quadrant; the second and fourth quadrant will contain NEs for which Wikipedia contributions show a bias for one country and against the other. The distance from the origin provides an indication of the strength of the bias (either agreement or disagreement). NEs which are located at or close to the origin (e.g. close to both countries' expected contributions) would indicate neutrality on both parties while NEs which far away from the origin would indicate a strong agreement/disagreement. 
C. Tools for book publishers
In this section we propose how the measures introduced in this paper can be of use for book publishers when deciding whether a given book is suitable for translation.
Scatter plots on Figures 9 to 11 show the S c (w) measure, which takes into account the word frequency (f (w)) and confidence (k(w)). In order to have more insight into which words have a higher cultural proximity to a country, Figure  12 shows a plot of I(e c , a c ). In this Figure as before, words fall in for quadrants: high I(e NL , a NL ) and I(e CA , a CA ) in the first quadrant and so on. 14 Mary Shelly was an English writer from the beginning of the 19 th century. Figure 12 shows the distribution of I(e c , a c ) of entities in the novel Boven is het stil, for the NL and CA. Notice that well known entities such as North Sea have a high I(e c , a c ) measure for both countries, while other entities which could be understood as "typically Dutch", such as IJsselmeer and Noordhollandsch Kanaal, have a high score for the NL, but a low score for CA.
Boven is het stil has been translated to English. One point to be noted about this translation is that some named entities have been altered during the translation process. Some of these entities have been replaced by the English name of places (e.g. Nieuw-Zeeland → New Zealand), while others have been semantically translated (e.g. Noord-Hollands Kannal → North Holland Canal), and yet others have been completely replaced (e.g. Afsluitdijk → Lake IJssel dam). A small number of entities have been completely removed from the translated text (Kanis en Gunnink, Van Gend en Loos), probably because the translator considered them to be very specific to Dutch culture and because they could be removed without affecting the story. Table I shows the count of entities on each quadrant which have been translated or not. This type of analysis can provide a book translator with an indication of which named entities may require special attention during the translation process, depending on the quadrant where the entity is located.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has introduced an automated method for measuring the potential (absence of) cultural interest for a novel in different countries. With this measure, publishers and translators can identify key elements in a novel that may be difficult to understand in countries considered as target markets. This method relies on public domain data and open source tools and thus is available to anyone interested in translations. And although the method introduced here is aimed for translation of books, it can also be used for translation of other textual sources such as song lyrics, theatre play or movie scripts, etc.
Identifying textual features (such as we have done with named entities) to analyse a novel is a common practice in literary studies. Linking novels to Wikipedia is not a new concept, but using Wikipedia as a proxy for gauging the cultural significance of specific terms is an innovative technique which, given its limitations, provides an interesting way to analyse the cultural resonance with a novel in different regions.
Whether (cultural) familiarity and (global) appeal converge or not may vary depending on the book market, the genre (commercial vs literary) and the combination of the source and target cultures. (Dutch may be into the exoticism of Japan but not the exoticism of Albania, for example). Our tool offers a quantitative way of looking at questions on the globalisation of literature and the (shifting, decreasing?) otherness of literature from different cultures. We wonder if in the future of publishing, besides using the two favourite tools of the trade (gut feeling and sales figures [15] ) there will also grow a kind of data-driven market research using tools such as the one we are developing. Publishers could also start using these types of cultural interest measures to enrich their e-books with helpful annotations of difficult/unfamiliar concepts.
A. Future work
The next step will be a more thorough validation of S c (w) scores. For example, the highly Dutch cultural significance of the Dutch cites like Haarlem, Middelburg and to a lesser extent Amsterdam can be seen as matching with common sense expectations. What is needed is a more objective and quantifiable way to test the usefulness of the measure.
Other information sources (OCLC WorldCat, LibraryThing, and Goodreads) provide additional book meta data which can be incorporated in the analysis to enhance the understanding of the decision process for translating a book. For instance, these sources can be mined to produce a list of books which have been translated from one language to another and of books which have not yet been selected for translation. The I c (T ) could be applied to the text of these books and the similarities between translated/non-translated books can be analysed.
Additionally, these sources can provide information regarding the typical translation paths for a book. For example, whether Dutch books typically get translated to German first and then to other languages, etc. These research questions will be the topic of future research.
